
How to convert logs into sawn timber using the Forestor chainsaw mill attachment

The first cut made is the most important and requires an
accurate guide system on which the rollers can run. As
shown in the illustration this guide can be easily made in
one of several ways. lt must be secured and supported
where necessaryto ensure a level cut. lt should also
project at least six inches beyond the ends of the log to
ensure level entry and exit.

chainsaw mill attachment

lf hon¡eveI planks of uniform width with stra¡ght edges are
required, after the first cut the second cut should be made
parallel to it, on the opposite side of the log. lf the log has a
small enough diameter this second cut can be made by
simply setting the depth-of-cut deep enough and using
the first cut to support the rollers. lf the log diameter is too
large to do this the log must be turned through 180' and
the second cut made with the aid of the guide plank,
taking care to ensure thatthe second cut is parallel to the
first.

Having completed the first cut the guide plank and the first
sawn flitch are removed. The sawn surface is now used
as the guide on which the rollers run. lf the log is to be
sawn through and through the depth of cut is set and the
second cut is made. Subsequent cuts, varying in depth if
required, are then made until the log is sawn.

Turns your cha¡nsaw into a portable sawmill
This is a lightweight, rugged attachment which turns your
chainsaw into a podable sawmill. Well proven under arduous
conditions, this attachment has been designed for use with most
makes of chainsaw. Easy to fit and operate. it opens up a whole
range of new opportunities for chainsaw users. A dead tree is no
longer a problem - conved it into useful and valuable sawn
timber where it falls. The cost of this attachment is so low that
with one job it could easily pay for itself. And similar comparable
equipment costs nearly twice as much.

Low cost.
Accurate.
Lightweight & portable.
Rugged.
Easy set-up - easy to use.
Well proven.

The log can now be turned through 90" and the guide
plank resecured. Check with a square to ensure that the
third cut will be at right angles to the trro faces already
sawn. When the third cut has been taken and the rough
sided flitch removed the log is ready to convert into planks
of the desired thickness, with a uniform width and straight
edges.

By standing the planks on edge and clamping them
together they can be resawn to produce posts, beams,
etc.

lf the log to be sawn is longer than the guide plank, then
stretch a rope from one end of the log to the othel at the
height at which the bottom edges of the guide plank
should sit. Drive spikes into the log so that their tops are
level with the rope. This will ensure that the guide plank
remains level when moved along the log.

also available: Forestor Ripping Chain.
Forestor ripping chain consists of one setof
specially hardened grooving cutters and one set of
central clearing teeth. This combinat¡on action cuts
faster and smoother, causing less waste and
needing less feed pressure than conventional
chain.
Available in 2 x 25ft reels or 1 00ft reel.

Because we desire to incorporate improvements
wh€never possible we res€rve th€ right to change
specifications or design at any time without notice and
without incuning obligalion.

Forestor is a registered trademark.

When ordering state pitch,
gauge and number of centre
links or length.
Pitch Gauge
.375" .050"
.375" .058"
.375" .063',
.404" .063',

FORESTOR
Anton Mill, Anton Mill Lane, Andover, Hants. SP10 2NW, England.
Telephone: Andover (0264) 3.34142.
Telex'.47111 Forest G.
Fax: Andover (0264) 334145.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS & A LEADING MANUFACTURER OF MACHINERY
FOR SAWMILL, FORESTRY & FARM WOODLAND USE.
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model 66
This is the largest model and needs two people to
operate it. lt can be used with one or two chainsaw
power heads. lt comes complete with its own 66"
double end bar and you use only the power head
from your own chainsaw. When two power heads
are used a faster cutting speed can be achieved.

Maximum Width ot Cut: 48" (1220mm).
Maximum Depth of Cut: 12" (305mm).
comptetesetcompnse"'rß!,";åì::HI.H::!,ii!';#

aluminium helper handle with
roller.66" double end bar.
Ripping chain. Chain oiler kit.

model 44
This model can be operated by one person if they
are skilful but it is much easier if there are two.
It can be adjusted to fit chainsaws with an overall
bar length of 40'to 46'. To fit smaller bar sizes,
down to a minimum of 30", allthat needs to be
done is to release the shafting collars and remove
the vertical assembly from the un-threaded end of
the horizontal roller shafis. Then remove the nylon
bushes from the ends of the rollers and, with a
hacksaw, cut the rollers to the required length. The
bushes are then replaced in the ends of the
shortened rollers and the attachment re-assembled
lf the roller shafts protrude too much they can
easily be sawn off.

Maximum Width of Cut: 16"-32" (406mm-813mm)
(depending on bar length).

Maximum Depth of Cut: 10" (254mm).
Maximum Bar Length: 46" (1170mm).
Minimum Bar Length: 30" (762mm).
Complete Sef Comprlses: Adjustable roller assembly

with heavy duty aluminium
helper handle.

"The most revolutionary development since the
invention of the chainsaw - from the standpoint of
smaller woodland owners and farmers."
This was how Tony Phillips, Secretary of the
Assoc¡ation of Professional Forestors described the
Forestor Chainsaw Mill Attachment. And it wasn't
just talk - he bought one.
The response to the introduction of this attachment
has been enormous, basically because it is such a
useful machine at such a low price.

Produce your own low-cost sawn timber for all manner of uses -planks, posts and beams for fencing, shoring, slabbing, siding,
walling, flooring, roofing, construct¡on work etc. On farms,
plantations, construct¡on sites, in fact anywhere where sawn
timber is needed and there are trees to convert.
The usefulness of being able to produce sawn timber so easily
and quickly, and at such low cost is remarkable. Simply attach
your chainsaw (on the largest model the power head only) to the
Forestor Chainsaw Mill Attachment and you have a lightweight,
low-cost portable sawmill which will produce accurate sawn
timber.

As most people wish to use their own chainsaws, the
Forestor Chainsaw Mill Attachment is designed to fit most
popular makes of chainsaw and is not supplied complete
with chainsaw (model 66 is supplied with its own bar).
However, should you require it, chainsaws or power
heads can be supplied to your instructions.

Chainsaws Since the introduction of our
Chainsaw Mill Attachment our sales
of chainsaws have increased to
such an extent that we have become

the leading exporter of
Sachs Dolmar chain-

saws and as importantly
their spare parts.

The Sachs Dolmar is extremely
popular with our overseas customerq
but we can supply virtually any make
or model and their spare pans.

These photographs show
just how large a log can be
converted using the
Forestor Chainsaw Mill
Attachment.
This very large log was
rnnacesslb/e to hauling
equ¡pment so it was
decided to saw it, on the
spot, w¡th the Forestor
Chainsaw M¡ll Attachment.
Its diameter was too large
for the maximum 4ft width
of cut so the sdes ol the
log had to be cut away in
sfeps.
The operation was
com pleted s at i sfactorily
and it shows what can be
done with one of these
versatile attachments.


